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GETTING STARTED
Students should look for the DimensionM Multiplayer icon on their desktop. It will look like this:

If students don’t see the icon on the desktop, they should look for the application in the original install
location on their computer. On PCs, the application can be launched from the Start Menu. Or the software
can be launched with the executable file in the default installation location:
On PCs, the default location is: C:\Program Files\Tabula Digita\DimensionM
Multiplayer\DimensionMLauncher.exe
On Macs, the default installation location is
Macintosh HD\Applications\DimensionM Multiplayer 3\DimensionM_Launcher
Double-click the game icon or application to start the
Launcher, which checks to see if there are any updates
that need to be installed. The update process is automated
and may take a couple of minutes, depending on the size of
the update). We provide the option to download the
updates later, though we recommend that students take
care of it as soon as possible.

After the game launches, students will have to
enter their username and password and then
click Log In. If they don’t have a username and
password then you can set one up for them
through the Educator Portal.
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The first time a player launches the game, she has the opportunity to customize her avatar and profile
after clicking the Click portrait to customize button at the top left. This option is available with
subsequent launches, along with the chance to see any awards earned and top scores from previous
missions at the bottom right of the screen. A player can also go to Options and customize the game’s
controls at any time, choosing which keys will be used to control the avatar’s movement and other
aspects of the game.

Make the game avatar reflect
your personality! Mix and
match from a wide variety of
features to change your
avatar’s appearance.

Students can also choose their
own keyboard and mouse
controls for every aspect of avatar
control in the game. If a student
does something and then doesn’t
like it, he or she can always click
Defaults to return to the original
settings.

When students are done customizing, they should go back to the Home Page and click the Play button.

Tabula Digita © 2009
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Potential Student Questions

Answers

1. My internet connection is having problems. Can I
play the game offline?
2. I changed some of the control schemes, but now the
game feels awkward. Can I change it back?

The only way to play the multiplayer game is to connect to the
internet and play online.
Sure! Just go to the controls tab on your profile (remember,
it’s under ‘Options’) and press ‘Defaults’. This will reset all the
game’s controls to the way they initially were. If there are
some controls you want to keep, but others you want to
revert, it may be a good idea to restore the defaults and then
change the ones you’re sure you want. You can change the
controls as many times as you want, though, so feel free to
experiment.

Tabula Digita © 2009
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JOINING OR CREATING A GAME
After clicking Play, players enter the main Game Lobby where they can join one of Tabula Digita’s
Dedicated DimensionM Game Servers (e.g. Room 1 or Room 2). Or, a student (or any player) may
Create his or her own player-hosted Game Server.
Whether a student uses a Dedicated Server or if they Create their own, everyone should keep this in
mind:

All players must enter the same Game Server in order to play together.

Tabula Digita © 2009
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After a few seconds, a number of Game Servers will appear on the right. At first, all Game Servers will
appear. However, students can search for something more specific. To do so, they should click Search
to narrow down the view of Game Servers for only specific parameters, including Game Modes (the
missions: Meltdown III, Swarm III, Obstacle Course III, or Tower Storm), a specific number of players,
whether a game room is password-protected, and server types (player-hosted or dedicated).

To create a player-hosted Game Server, a student (or any player) should click the Create button. If this
Game Server should be limited to a select group of people, the game host can set a password. The Host
must be sure to let everyone know what the password is! Next, the game Host selects the level of
curriculum that will appear in the game. The Open option means that each player in the game will select
their own specific math content (by Level, Topic, and Skill) that they will encounter during the game. Or,
depending on your account you may have access to one or more of the following levels: Elementary
School, Middle School, and High School.

Tabula Digita © 2009
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A new Game Server, visible to other players, with the game Host’s game name will now appear on the
right in the Game Lobby. Others may now join the Hosted Game Server– but be sure that they know the
Host’s Game Name and the password for the Game Server.
The Game Server icon tells a lot about its characteristics, helping players decide which game server they
might want to join. Here’s an explanation of each of the elements of a Game Server:

Last Mission
played in this
Server, or the
Mission currently
being played.

Icon showing if the
Game Server is
Dedicated (shown)
or Hosted by
another player
(screen icon)

The name of the Game Server. This
Game Server is called ‘Room_2’.
Game Servers hosted by other
players are named according to that
player’s Game Name.

Is the Mission
password
protected or
not? This
shows a
Mission that is
not password
protected.

The Status shows if
the Game Server is
ready for new
players (as shown)
or if a game is in
progress.

The Ping rate is the speed,
measured in milliseconds, of
your connection to the
particular Game Server. The
lower the number the better.

The Level shows what
level of content
(Elementary, Middle or
High School) is on the
Game Server. Open
Curriculum means that
each user joining can
choose her own Level,
Topic, and Skill for the
mission’s math content.

This fraction
shows the
number of
players already in
the Game Server
out of the total
number of
players who may
join.

After students enter a Dedicated Game Server or create a player-hosted Game Server for others to enter,
they will see the main game screen. The look of this screen varies depending on the game last played or
the default mission (Meltdown III, Swarm III, Obstacle Course III or Tower Storm).

Tabula Digita © 2009
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SELECTING GAME PARAMETERS
The first player to join the Dedicated Game Server, or the Host of that Game Server (e.g. the student or
other player who Created the game), is the game leader and must select the game parameters. In an
Open Curriculum game, all players may select their own Level, Topic and Skills.
Use the dropdown menus to select the parameters for
your game. Only the first user to enter a Game Server,
or the user that Creates and Hosts a new Game, can
make these selections.
Mission: Select Meltdown III, Swarm III, Swarm III
(Small), Obstacle Course III or Tower Storm. This
selection will apply to everyone else who has joined
your game.
Team Type: Free for All or Team Based. Swarm III and
Swarm III (Small) are always ‘Team Based.’ Obstacle
Course III is always ‘Free for All.’
Time Limit: 5, 10, 15 or 20 minutes. Obstacle Course
III is a race to the finish and has no set time limit.
Access: Select ‘Open’ to permit players to join at any
time. Select ‘Closed’ for tournaments or competitions
or times when it is important to make sure that
everyone starts and ends game play at the same time.
Max Players: Up to 16 for Meltdown III, Swarm III and
Tower Strom, 4 for Obstacle Course III, and 8 for Swarm
III (Small).
Level / Topic / Skill: In Open Curriculum games, each
player may select their own Level, Topic and Skill. For
games set up with Elementary, Middle or High School
Curriculum, the game’s Host determines these
parameters. See the key on the next page for
information on the options for selecting the math
content to be used in the game.
Players can scroll through the list of available Skill
options for any combination of Level and Topic and
click on any skill to include it in the game. Players can
highlight as many skills as they’d like, or select ‘Random Mix’ to get a combination of all the skills
listed.

Key to Drop-down Menus
Levels:

Elementary
School Band
Tabula
Digita © 2009
Version 1.0 Level D = Grade 3
Level E = Grade 4
Level F = Grade 5

Topics:
Number and Operations
Algebra
Geometry
Measurement
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If students are playing a team-based game, be sure they select their correct team color before pressing
Ready (or Launch). To do so, they just click the colored hexagon to the left of their game name and
select the color of the team they wish to be on.
Also, any player can be just an Observer and float around above the action. Be careful, though. Being an
observer means that the player cannot see the math and won’t have the opportunity to earn any points!

All students should read the instructions and click the green Ready button (if they are a player) or click
the Launch button (if a player is the game leader or Host once everyone is ready). The Host will know
that the other players are ready if their game names listed in the center-right are checked. If a player
doesn’t hit the Ready button after a while then a message will prompt them to do so.
Potential Student Questions
1. Why does my screen say Wait?

2. How come my screen does not have a Ready
Tabula Digita © 2009
Version 1.0

Answers
After you click the green Ready button, it changes to a red
Wait button until the player who first joined or created the
room (the ‘Host’) clicks the Launch button.
If you already pressed the Ready button, it will change to a
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button?

3. I’m the Host of the game, but when I click Launch,
nothing happens.

4. If I’m the game leader and a player on the list isn’t
ready, is there anything I can do?

5. How come people cannot enter my game after it
starts?

6. How come I only have one option on certain
settings? For example, I want to leave my game
Open, but when I click the drop-down menu, it only
says Closed.

7. There used to be a drop-down menu for skills –
where did that go?

Tabula Digita © 2009
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Wait button until the game is launched. If you are the first
person to select a server or create a game, you are the game’s
leader or Host, and will see a Launch button.
You won’t be able to launch the game until everybody in the
room has clicked Ready. You can tell who is ready and who is
not by the green checkmarks near people’s names. Anyone
missing a checkmark is not yet ready.
You can’t remove an idle player from the game, but a message
will be sent to that player reminding them to click Ready so
the game can begin. If a player still isn’t ready, you can switch
to another room or create your own and protect the room with
a password so you won’t have to worry about other people
coming in who may forget to press Ready.
When you (or whoever is the game’s Host) set the game
settings they chose the Access setting as ‘Closed’. This
prevents any players from joining the game once the action
begins. Future games may be set to ‘Open’ to permit midgame entry.
Certain multiplayer types do not have the same potential
choices. For example, while you can keep a game of
Meltdown open or closed depending on your preference,
Obstacle Course must be closed. If the option is not available
on the drop-down menu, it is most likely incompatible with
that game type.
To make it easier for schools interested in a wide array of
skills, the “skills” tab no longer functions as a drop-down
menu. Instead, it’s a scrolling menu underneath all of your
multiplayer options. You’re able to pick whichever skill (or
skills) you want by clicking on that skill or skills. Skills that
have been clicked on will be highlighted. You can unselect a
skill by clicking on it again.
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CODES
The Codes button seen in various locations in the game provides access to screens that act as
refreshers on the math content that players will encounter in the missions. If a player is struggling with a
skill or can’t remember a definition or process they have already learned they can get help here.
Students can access Codes in these locations:
From the Entry Screen: click the orange Codes button at the lower right
From the Game Lobby: click the orange Codes button at the left above the Players list
While playing a Mission: press the h key
From the End Game Report: click the orange Codes button at the bottom

Navigating Codes
To find the Code for a particular skill, students should use the drop-down boxes on the top left of the
Codes page. They select the Level (select Game, if looking for Codes about game play instructions),
Topic (select one of the Missions if looking for the Codes about game play instructions) and then the
specific Skill.
Note that some Codes have information on multiple pages. Arrows at the bottom of the Code will
navigate to the next page.
Potential Student Questions

Answers

1. My codes are all about the game – how do I see the
codes that help me with math?

The Code Guide defaults to game play instructions. Use the
drop-down next to Level to select one of the available letters.
Next, use the drop-down next to Topic to select the general
topic you’re working on. Available skills will now be listed for
you to choose from. The entire interface functions similarly to
hosting a game and picking different math skills to play.

Tabula Digita © 2009
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MELTDOWN III RULES AND CHARACTER CONTROLS
The Game
Run over the spheres scattered around the playing field
to collect them. You can collect up to five spheres at
once, using the radar screen to locate them efficiently.
With at least one sphere, head down into one of the
basement facilities (through a tunnel) and run through
the energy stream to answer a question. The more
spheres you have, the more points you’ll earn for a
correct answer. After you answer, you’ll be transported
to a random location on the playing field.

Goop Soaker
Above the entrance to each tunnel you’ll see the energy
stream status indicators with a countdown timer
showing the time remaining before the stream shuts
down temporarily, preventing you from answering a
question until it restarts. If fewer than 5 seconds
remain, use your goop soaker to reset the timer. You can
always reset this timer to 15 seconds to allow you to get
another question.
You can also use the goop soaker to slow down your
opponents and steal spheres from them. Be careful
though—a clever opponent with no spheres can use the
Cleansing Agent to score points!

Bonus Points
Your HUD will show you a Bonus Sequence on the
upper left. Pick up all five spheres in the same order
shown in the sequence and you'll earn twice as many
points when you answer a question correctly. But, you
have to be quick! The sequence timer will run out
before you know it and you’ll have to start from scratch.

Scoring





For 1 or 2 spheres the correct answer is worth 50 points
For 3 or 4 spheres the correct answer is worth 100 points if answered correctly on the first try, and
50 points if answered correctly on the second try.
For 5 spheres the correct answer is worth 200 points if answered correctly on the first try, and 100
points if answered correctly on the second try.
Bonus Sequence: Match all five spheres in your Inventory with the five spheres in the Bonus
Sequence to earn extra points. The correct answer on the first try is worth 400 points and the
correct answer on the second try is worth 200 points.

Tabula Digita © 2009
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Meltdown III Possible Questions
Potential Student Questions
1. How do I switch teams?

2. How come I cannot see where I am aiming?
3. How come I cannot pick up any spheres?
4. How can I tell what color spheres I have?

5. What happens when my red shield energy indicator
runs out?

6. Can another player goop me while I am trying to
answer a question?
7. Can I drop one of the spheres that I already picked
up?
8. I want to drop one particular sphere. How do select
the one I want to drop?

9. I’m walking through the blue plasma beam, but it’s
not giving me a question. I know I have enough
spheres, so what’s going on?
10. I can’t find the right color for my bonus question.

11. There was a map that showed me the locations of
the spheres. It’s gone now – what happened?
12. I’ve picked up spheres and headed into the tunnel,
but I don’t see the blue energy stream.

Tabula Digita © 2009
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Answers
Before you click the Ready button, you can click on the colored
hexagon next to your Game Name in the list. This will bring up a
menu where you can choose your team color. If you’ve already
clicked Ready you can click Wait to change your team and then
click Ready again.
Change your view using the ‘Tab’ key. To see the crosshairs of
your Goop Soaker you need to be in first-person mode.
Check your inventory. If you already have five spheres, you will
not be able to pick up any more.
There are two rows for spheres – the upper represents the
spheres that you currently have, and the lower represents the
order of colors you need to get bonus points.
You become frozen in goop, drop all the spheres you’ve
collected, and are unable to move for a few seconds. Luckily,
you can use your cleansing agent (press ‘C’) to free yourself: a
question will appear. Answer it successfully and you’ll be
released!
No, when you are in the blue plasma beam other players
cannot goop you.
Yes. If you want to get rid of a sphere you’ve collected, you can
click the right mouse button, or the ‘T’ on your keyboard, to drop
it.
Use ‘N’ to toggle through your inventory. The sphere
surrounded in green brackets will be the one that you will drop
when you click the right mouse button, or the ‘T’ on your
keyboard, to drop the sphere.
If another player gooped you, you might have lost the spheres
you already picked up. Check your inventory to see if any
spheres are indicated.
If you’re on a team, see if any of your teammates has that color
and doesn’t need it. If not, the spheres are generated
frequently, so keep your eyes on the radar. If you find that
you’re just waiting around for a certain color, it may be a better
idea to just answer the question. Bonus points are nice, but
you can still rack up a lot of points by getting a question right
when you have 5 spheres.
If you press ‘R’, it will disappear from your screen; simply press
‘R’ again and it will come back.
The energy stream is on a timer and turns off for a brief period
every 15 seconds. You can use your Goop Soaker to reset the
timer at the entrance to the tunnel and try again.
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SWARM III RULES AND CHARACTER CONTROLS
The Game
Swarm is a team-based game. Your goal is to
capture a chain of nodes connecting your base
to the opposing team’s base. When you enter a
node, you’ll see a question and color-coded
displays containing the possible answers. Use
your mouse’s scroll wheel (or the [ and ] keys)
to set the charger tool to the same color as the
correct answer so you can charge the node and
change the beam of light to your team color.
Don’t forget to protect a node you’ve captured
— the other team can steal it back from you!
The first team to capture an unbroken chain of
nodes to the other team's base, along with the
three nodes at the opposing base, wins the
game!

Charger Tool
Use the mouse wheel (or [ ] keys) to select a
color that matches the correct answer for each
node's question. Then direct a beam at the
node's center and hold it until you capture the
node for your team and change the color of the
beam to your team’s color.

Goop Soaker
Soak your opponent with goop to freeze them in
place. Once frozen, they will need to use the
Cleansing Agent to solve a problem and free
themselves of goop. If they fail to successfully
solve the problem in the allotted time they will

Scoring




750 points are awarded to each player that captures a node.
At the end of the match, the team score is calculated by adding up all the individual scores of the team’s
players.
Bonus: The winning team gets a bonus at the end of the match. The total points of the opposing team are
spread evenly across all players on the winning team.

Tabula Digita © 2009
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Swarm III Possible Questions
Potential Student Questions
1. How do I switch teams?

2. How can I tell what color my charger is set to?

3. Where am I on the map?

4. Where did my map go?
5. What are the red and blue bars on the bottom of the
screen?

6. I am holding my left mouse button, but the node is
not charging.

7. How come it changed to ‘Incorrect Charge Value’
while I was charging?

8. What does ‘Previous Link Not Controlled’ mean?

9. I am using my Goop Soaker, but am finding it really
hard to goop my opponents. Any tips?
Tabula Digita © 2009
Version 1.0

Answers
Before you click the Ready button, you can click on the
colored hexagon next to your Game Name in the list. This
will bring up a menu where you can choose your team color.
If you’ve already clicked Ready you can click Wait to change
your team and then click Ready again
Use the ‘Tab’ key to change the view of your character; in
first person view you will see a block of color on your
charger at the bottom right of the screen. You can also tell by
using the charger – the beam it emits will be the color of its
charge value.
You are represented by a green arrow. The arrow is pointing
in the direction that your character is facing. If there is no
green arrow on the map, then you have moved your
character outside of the playing area; turn around and head
back. Other players are represented by arrows showing
team colors.
To make the map appear or disappear use the ‘M’ key.
The red bar is your shield level. When it is all gone you will
be transported back to your base, unless you manage to use
the Cleansing Agent (click ‘C’) and answer a question in time.
The blue bar is the energy in your jet pack. When it is all
gone you will descend toward the ground. The energy level
will slowly charge back up until it reaches full power again.
There are two possible reasons. First, you may have your
tool set to the Gooper. If this is the case, you should press ‘Q’
to switch to your Charger tool. If you are using the Charger
and not getting an error message, it could be one of two
things: don’t move your avatar while you’re charging the
node and check to be sure that someone on your team
hasn’t already captured the node and changed to beam of
light to your team’s color.
Once the node is captured and the color of the beam of light
coming out of the node changes to your team’s color, a new
question is created. The answer on your charger will
probably not correspond with the new answer. Don’t worry,
though – you aren’t penalized for this.
Nodes must be captured in order, starting at your home
based and remaining linked to the based in sequence. You
cannot skip a node and try to capture one further up the
path. If you get this message then a node has been skipped
or your opponent has re-captured a node and broken the
chain to your home base.
Sure! The Goop Soaker can be a little difficult to use,
because the goop arcs through the air. Keep this arc in mind
Page 15 of 28
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10. I’m using the Charger on my opponents, but it’s not
doing anything. Am I doing it wrong?

11. I see other players be released from goop really
quickly, but I just kind of sit there. How are they
doing this? What should I do if I get gooped?

12. There’s a player who’s standing in a tree and
gooping everyone. Is he cheating?

13. I see a player who seems to just be floating in the
air. She’s been there forever, and I’m pretty sure the
jetpack can’t last that long. Does she have some
kind of super jetpack?
14. Whenever I go to a node and begin to charge it,
enemy players goop me. How am I supposed to do
charge the node?

Tabula Digita © 2009
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when aiming, and tilt your aim a little higher if the opponent
is further away. Getting in close makes is easier – however,
this means they can goop you too, so be careful!
The Charger actually won’t do anything to opposing players.
It’s purely used for revving up generators (that is, to answer
the math questions at each of the nodes). If you’re not
currently working on a generator, have your Gooper at the
ready! You never know when you’ll need it.
When you get gooped, press ‘C’. This’ll activate the Cleansing
Agent, which gives you the opportunity to answer a question
and get some points, plus, if you get it right, you’ll free
yourself more quickly. If you’re quick enough, you can turn
the tables on whomever just gooped you!
Actually, no. Using your jetpack, it’s possible to land on
terrain such as trees. This may seem like a pretty big
advantage, but remember – if he can goop you, you can
goop him! Plus, that player isn’t getting any points because
he or she isn’t capturing any nodes.
She’s using her jetpack very skillfully and tapping the
control in short bursts, allowing her to hover in the air
without running out of energy. If you use the jetpack
carefully, it’s possible to float around in the air for a long
time.
Swarm involves the most team strategy in DimensionM. You
might want to travel in groups and have your teammates
protecting you when you charge nodes. It also helps to be
mindful of the map – if you’re in one place, and your entire
team is somewhere else, you might be better off helping
them out.
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OBSTACLE COURSE III RULES AND CHARACTER CONTROLS
The Game
Stage 1: Use your rocket pack to soar to any three
platforms suspended in mid-air around the base and
correctly solve a problem on each platform to
advance to Stage 2.
Stage 2: Your HUD shows a question with color-coded
answers. Land on the platform that matches the color
of the correct answer. Hit all correct platforms to
move to Stage 3.
Stage 3: Retrieve a colored ball by clicking on the
correct answer and throwing it at the target on the
tower to score. Hit all four targets with the correct
colored balls to go to Stage 4.
Stage 4: Unlock directions to help you get through
the maze by correctly answering questions along the
way. Follow the color of the answer.
Stage 5: Correctly answer the remaining questions to
reach the end of the Obstacle Course.

Scoring


Points are awarded when each player completes
each Stage. The number of points awarded after
each Stage is dependent on the place in which
the player completed the Stage.
 First place: 500 points
 Second Place: 400 points
 Third Place: 300 points
 Fourth Place: 200 points

Bonus points are awarded at the completion of the entire Obstacle Course mission. The number of points
awarded at the end of the mission is dependent on the place in which the player completed the mission.
 First place: 1000 points
 Second Place: 600 points
 Third Place: 400 points
 Fourth Place: 200 points
If a player completes all challenges in first place, they achieve the maximum number of points possible:
(500 points per Stage * 5 Stages) + 1000 for first player to complete entire mission = 3500 points
A player finishing last in every stage will receive:
(200 points per Stage * 5 Stages) + 200 for last player to complete entire mission = 1200 points

Tabula Digita © 2009
Version 1.0
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Obstacle Course III Stage 1 Possible Questions
Potential Student Questions
1. How do I fly?
2. Can I use a platform more than once?

3. Can I go back to the base (central starting platform)
to get across?
4. I keep missing the platforms. How can I tell where I
am going to land?
5. Why does it keep saying “Teleporter Initializing”
when I try to leave the starting area?
6. What are the colored circles along the bottom of the
screen?

Answers
Use the right mouse button or ‘V’ key to engage the jet pack.
Use the WASD keys to move in a specific direction.
No, once any player lands on a platform and successfully
answers the question, the light will change from green to red
and cannot be used again.
Yes. The central starting platform does not reset the work
you’ve done answering the questions on the platforms and
you’re not penalized for landing there.
Use the ‘Tab’ key to change the player perspective. This will
allow you to see your avatar from a third person point of view.
Many players find this view easier for precise landings.
You’re going the wrong way! The only platforms you need to
land on are the ones immediately surrounding your starting
point, located above you all around the starting platform.
The colored circles represent the players in the game. Each
larger gray circle represents the end of a stage. Your colored
circle moves from left to right, showing your progress—and
that of the other players—through the stages of the course.

Obstacle Course III Stage 2 Possible Questions
Potential Student Questions
1. How do I fly?
2. I landed on a pad, and then got reset to the
beginning. What happened?
3. I keep missing the pad. How can I tell where I am
going to land?

4. I didn’t touch any colored pad, and I still got reset to
the beginning of Stage 2.
5. Can I walk on the platforms connecting the colored
pads?

Answers
Use the right mouse button or ‘V’ key to engage the jet pack.
Use the WASD keys to move in a specific direction.
The pad that you are landing on did not correspond with the
color of the correct answer.
Use the ‘Tab’ key to change the player perspective. This will
allow you to see your avatar from a third person point of view.
Many players find this view easier for precise landings. Only
small bursts of the jetpack are needed to move from pad to
pad.
If you go too far from the platforms, or if you fall down to the
ground, the game will reset you to the beginning of the stage.
This helps keep you on track.
Yes. You can even land on them if you miss the pad. The bars
on any level are safe. But, you must go back to the colored
pad you missed in order to complete the stage.

Obstacle Course III Stage 3 Possible Questions
Potential Student Questions
1. How do I get the questions?
Tabula Digita © 2009
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Answers
There is a small building near the tower. Walk inside and
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2. I threw the ball and it missed the target. Now what?

3. How do I throw the ball?

4. I can’t figure out how to throw the ball into the target.

5. How do I know which question I’m on?

6. How can I read the targets on the tower when the
body of the character is in the way?

approach the console. When you are close enough, a
question will pop up.
Don’t worry – just go back to the terminal and get the ball for
that question again. If you miss twice in a row, you will get a
new question and another chance to hit the target.
Use the left mouse button to throw the ball. Use the cursor on
the screen to aim and note that the ball will arc through the
air. Many players find first person mode makes it easier to
aim in this stage. Press ‘Tab’ to toggle between the first and
third-person modes.
Getting closer to the tower makes it easier to the hit the
targets. Aim a little higher than the target to account for the
arc of the ball in flight. The closer you are, the more accurate
your throw will be.
When you get a question right, the label next to the target will
change from ‘Question 1’ to ‘Completed’. Once it’s completed,
aim at the next target higher up the tower.
Use the ‘Tab’ key to change the player perspective to first
person view so you can see the tower more clearly.

Obstacle Course III Stage 4 Possible Questions
Potential Student Questions
1. How can I read the questions when the body of the
character is in the way?
2. How come I keep getting a ‘Transporter Initializing’
message, and then I get reset to the last question I
was on?
3. How come I can’t seem to get to the end of the
maze?

Answers
Use the ‘Tab’ key to change the player perspective to first
person view so you can see the questions more clearly.
You are following the path of the wrong answer – you’ll only
be allowed to move forward if you answer the question
correctly. This helps keep you on track.
The maze can feel pretty long. If you just can’t find the end,
you might be paths of wrong answers. Double check your
answers to get back on track!

Obstacle Course III Stage 5 Possible Questions
Potential Student Questions
1. I’m pretty sure I’m getting the answers right, but it
keeps giving me new questions as if I’m wrong.
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Answers
You going to have to answer 5 questions in a row before this
stage is over. If you see questions popping up one after the
other, it means you are getting them right. If you answer a
question and then the same question appears again, it means
you got it wrong (but you have a second chance!).
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TOWER STORM RULES AND CHARACTER CONTROLS
The Game
Step up to the Math Fountain to solve a problem and collect a colored ball. Then, storm the Tower and throw your ball.
Throw at a ring to change its color to match the color of your ball. If you answered correctly and you hit the ring, you’ll
score!

Scoring





One correct answer: 25 points
Two correct answers in a row: 50 points
Three correct answers in a row: 75 points
Four correct answers in a row: 100 points

The more correct answers you get in a row the more bonus points you will earn. You can also earn bonus points by
collapsing a group of three or more rings of the same color. So, aim carefully!
 Collapse 3 adjacent rings by changing their colors to match: double your points
 Collapse 4 adjacent rings by changing their colors to match: triple your points
 Collapse 5 adjacent rings by changing their colors to match: quadruple your points

Power-ups
Each colored ball contains its own travel power-up that will give you superpowers when storming the Tower.

Tabula Digita © 2009
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Potential Student Questions
1. My jetpack doesn’t always work on this level.
Sometimes it works, sometimes it doesn’t do
anything.

2. What do all these different power-ups do?

3. I keep hitting the tower, but I’m not getting any
points.

4. I’m hitting the tower, but not even seeing a message
telling me I got the wrong answer. What’s going on?

5. How does matching the rings work? I matched up
two and nothing happened.

6. Can I just pick whatever color I want, regardless of
what’s the right answer? For example, I could keep
picking yellow and make huge groups of adjacent
yellow rings.
7. Is there any way I can toggle through my power-ups
once I’ve earned them?
8. How do I use the teleport? I’m pressing all the
buttons and nothing’s happening.

9. How do I switch to my goop gun?
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Answers
Actually, on Tower Storm you’re constantly getting new
power-ups after each question you answer. The color of the
power-ups corresponds with the color of the questions, so
you’ll only get the jetpack power up if you the answer to the
question is in a yellow box.
The four power-ups are meant to give you different ways of
quickly getting to the tower. Super speed allows you to run
fast, super jump allows you to leap over the obstacles, the jet
pack allows you to quickly fly back and forth from the tower,
and teleport immediately drops you at the tower’s base. To
succeed in the game, you’ll need to master all four power-ups,
as well as whatever math you’re working on.
It is possible you picked the wrong answer. While you’ll still
get a power-up for picking a wrong answer, you won’t receive
any points when you deliver it to the tower. The game will say
“Nope, that’s not it” in the dialog box that usually tells you
how many points you’ve earned, so that’s how you’ll know
whether or not you got the question right.
In this case, you may be missing the rings. Remember – while
the whole tower is fairly big, only shots on the colored rings
count. If you’re having difficulty aiming at a specific color, just
aim for any place in the center of the rings. Once you get the
hang of aiming, you can try for more precise targets.
You’re only awarded for collapsing rings in groups of 3 or
more. This can take a while, since you’ll be constantly getting
different answers in different colors. Regardless, connecting 5
rings of the same color is a huge bonus, so it’s worth the
diligence! Just be careful – other players can finish off a
group of rings you’re working on, so it’s up to you to decide
whether it’s safer to collapse it quickly, or hold out for that
quadruple score bonus.
Well, when you collapse a group of rings, your score is
multiplied – if you have no score to begin with, you won’t end
up with anything in the end, either. So while matching up the
rings definitely matters, the path to a higher score is
answering the math questions correctly.
Nope. You get a new power-up based on each new question
you answer.
When you get the teleport power-up, you’re instantly
transported to the tower, giving you a huge lead on your
competition. After you deliver your ball to the tower, you’ll
have to walk back on your own.
There’s no goop gun on Tower Storm – it’s a test of wits and
endurance. Focus on answering the questions accurately and
utilizing every advantage you can get from the power-ups to
collapse the rings of the tower.
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10. How am I supposed to collapse five rings in a row?
Whenever I get 3 next to each other, it automatically
does it.
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It’s very rare, but it’s possible – you would need to have two
separate groups of two adjacent rings on the tower, with only
a single space between them of a different color. If you switch
this color to match them all, you’ll collapse 5 in a row. It’s a
truly legendary feat, so when it happens, be proud!
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END GAME REPORT
At the end of each Mission students can view a variety of important pieces of information about how they
performed in that game. Students can even save a game report for viewing later, or print out the reports for review
in class!

There are two pages to the End Game Report – Final Scores and Q & A Log. Students can toggle between the two
by clicking on the tabs at the top center of the page.
The Final Scores report shows a number of items:
Right Column
1. Game Name: the student’s Game Name
2. Game Summary
a. Mission: The name of the Mission just played
b. Level: The Level just played
c. Skill: The skill just played. If the student just played with one skill then that skill will be listed. If
multiple skills were selected then the report will indicate ‘Multiple Skills’.
d. Date: The date on which the Mission was played
e. Time: The time at which the Mission was played
Tabula Digita © 2009
Version 1.0
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f. Game ID: A special code assigned to this mission and saved in Tabula Digita’s database
3. Question Summary
a. Answers Attempted: The total number of questions for which the player chose at least one answer
b. Correct on 1st Attempt: The total number of question answered correctly on the first try (Note that
players may not always get a second attempt to answer a question)
c. % Correct on 1st Attempt: Percentage of all questions attempted answered correctly on the first try
d. Correct Answers: The total number of correct answers, on both first and second attempts
e. Incorrect Answers: The total number of incorrect answers
Left Column – Final Scores
1. Team: The team color of each player. This example only had one player. Note that not all games have the
option of playing with teams.
2. Name: The Game Name for each player in the Mission. This column may be sorted by clicking on the arrow to
the right of the word Name.
3. Score: The final score for each player in the Mission. This column may be sorted by clicking on the arrow to
the right of the word Score.
4. Team Scores: On the bottom of the list of the individual scores are the total team scores.

Tabula Digita © 2009
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Here’s an example of the Q & A Log of the End Game Report:

This shows each of the actual questions that the student player attempted (‘Q’), the answer first selected (‘A1’),
the answer selected if the player got a second chance (‘A2’) and the correct answer (‘A’). The report shows if the
player got the question right (√) or wrong (x).
Finally, students can save this report to look at and print later. They should press Save Results on the lower left
and the window shown below will pop up. It will show where the Game Log is going to be saved. Make sure that
students then press OK to make it happen.

Tabula Digita © 2009
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The default locations for the QA Log are as follows:
PC: C:\Documents and Settings\[your computer Username]\My Documents\DimensionM Multiplayer\logs
Mac: Documents\DimensionM Multiplayer\Logs
To view the report later, a student just opens the report with a web browser and all of his or her Mission’s statistics
are right there!
Potential Student Questions
1. If I don’t save a game, will I be able to access it
later?

2. Does this also save a replay of the game?
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Answers
Once the game’s been closed out, it’s gone. There will still be
online statistics (available through the Educator Portal), but
the in-depth report offered here won’t be. As a good rule of
thumb, you may want to save every game (except for test
games and whatnot). The file is not particularly large, and the
data provided in the reports is valuable.
No, this will just be the statistics as far as what’s mentioned
above. Doing a full replay of the game-play would make the
file size fairly massive, which is counter-intuitive to our desire
to give you easy, accessible reports of games played and
progress made.
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SKILL LISTING
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL LEVEL SKILLS
Skill Names - Grade 3

Skill Names - Grade 4

Skill Names - Grade 5

Add Even/Odd Numbers
Add/Subtract Whole Numbers
Characteristics of Figures
Compare Fractions
Compare Whole Numbers
Convert Units
Describe Figures
Division
Division Facts
Equivalent Fractions
Equivalent Number Forms
Estimate in Problem Solving
Estimate to Check Results
Fractions as Part/Group
Fractions as Part/Whole
Multiplication
Multiplication Facts
Multiply/Divide
Patterns/Number Sequences
Place Value
Properties of Addition
Properties of Multiplication
Properties of Operations
Relationships as Equations
Use Symbols to Compare
Use Units of Measure

Add/Subtract Decimals
Add/Subtract Fractions
Add/Subtract Numbers
Analyze Patterns/Functions
Apply Fractions
Calculate Elapsed Time
Characteristics of Figures
Compare Numbers
Convert Units
Decimals as Part/Whole
Divide
Equations/Inequalities
Equivalent Decimals/Fractions
Equivalent Fractions
Equivalent Number Forms
Estimate to Check Results
Find Area
Identify Angles
Inverse Operations
Multiples of 10/100
Multiply
Multiply Even/Odd Numbers
Multiply/Divide
Patterns
Place Value
Problem-Solving Methods
Properties of Multiplication
Properties of Operations
Round Whole Numbers
Standard Units
Use Units of Measure

Add/Subtract Fractions
Classify Figures
Compare Numbers
Convert Measurements
Describe Patterns
Divide
Equivalent Fractions
Estimate to Check Results
Estimate with Decimals
Estimate with Fractions
Find Common Factors/GCF
Find Factors
Find Multiples/LCM
Find Perimeter
Find Surface Area/Volume
Find the Mean
Improper Fractions
Interior Angles
Likelihood of an Event
Multiply
Order of Operations
Possible Outcomes
Predict Probability
Prime/Composite Numbers
Solve Equations
Substitute for Variables
Translate to Algebra
Variables/Equations

MIDDLE SCHOOL LEVEL SKILLS
Skill Names - Grade 6
Analyze Patterns
Classify Figures
Compare Numbers
Cross Multiplication
Equiv. Customary Units
Equiv. Metric Units
Equiv. Rational Numbers
Equiv. Ratios/Proportions
Estimate Percents
Estimate to Check Results
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Skill Names - Grade 7

Skill Names - Grade 8

Add/Subtract Monomials
Convert Capacities
Convert Mass
Convert Unit Prices/Money
Diameter/Radius
Equivalent Alg. Expressions
Estimate Using Samples
Find Common Factors/GCF
Find Multiples/LCM
Find Prime Factorization

Add/Subtract Polynomials
Angles Formed by Transversal
Convert Equivalent Measures
Distance Between Points
Divide Polynomials
Exponents of Zero/Negative Values
Find Eq. of a Line
Indirect Measurement
Intercepts/Slope
Linear Eq./Funct./Slope
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Find Area/Volume
Find Lengths w/Area/Volume
Find Percent/Rate
Find Possible Outcomes
Find Probability
Find Rates
Fractions/Decimals/Percents
Fractions/Unlike Denominators
Frequency Tables
Inverse Operations
Mean/Median/Mode
Measurement Systems
Mixed Numbers/Unlike Denominators
Properties of Addition
Properties of Multiplication
Solve Linear Eq.
Solve Proportions
Translate to Alg. Expressions
Use Variables in Expressions

Find Range
Find Rates
Find Surface Area
Find Volume
Inverse Relationships
Linear/Nonlinear Funct.
Order of Operations
Perfect Squares
Properties of Addition
Properties of Multiplication
Rational Numbers
Rational/Irrational Numbers
Represent Funct. w/Eq.
Scale Factors of Length
Similar Figures
Solve Eq./Inequalities
Solve Inequalities
Solve Multi-Step Eq.
Solve Percent Problems
Translate to Alg. Expressions

Mean/Median/Range
Multiply Polynomials
Multiply/Divide Monomials
Percents <1% and >100%
Represent Funct. w/Eq.
Solve Multi-Step Inequalities
Solve Systems of Eq.
Square Roots
Translate to Inequalities

HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL SKILLS
Skill Names - Algebra I & II
Complement of a Subset
Conditional Probability
Convert Measurements
Correlation/Causation
Difference of Perfect Squares
Domain/Range of Relations
Equiv. Eq./Inequalities
Equiv. Real Numbers
Exponential Growth/Decay
Factorials/Exponents/Absolute Values
Find Area/Perimeter
Find Eq. w/Points
Find Eq. w/Slope
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Find Rates
Find Sine/Cosine/Tangent
Find Slope w/Eq.
Find Volume/Surface Area
Identify Parallel Lines
Identify Types of Data
Intersection/Union
Measures of Central Tendency
Multiply/Divide Monomials
Operations w/Radical Terms
Probability: Event/Complement
Probability: Series of Events
Probability: Two Events

Properties of Real Numbers
Quadratic Eq.
Quartiles
Relative Errors of Measurement
Set-Builder/Interval Notation
Simplify Polynomial Fractions
Simplify Radical Terms
Solve Alg. Problems
Solve Relation/Funct. Problems
Translate to Alg. Expressions
Undefined Fractions
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